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[1] A single near‐tail magnetic field line can be part of
a variety of cross‐field current systems, making the inter-
pretation of such currents difficult. It is shown that global,
coupled‐model simulation results from the 22 October 1999
storm include a field line crossing downtail at L = 8 during the
main phase that contains partial ring current, symmetric ring
current, and tail current simultaneously. Such field lines with
multiple currents are common in the near‐Earth tail. Another
time from the same event showed two closely‐spaced field
lines (L = 6.0 and 6.5) with completely different current
systems on them (one entirely symmetric ring current and the
other entirely tail current). It is shown that, for this storm from
this simulation, the tail current inner edge systematically
shifts inward then outward during the storm main phase and
that most of the Dst perturbation is from the ring current (both
partial and symmetric). Caution is advised when analyzing
observational or numerical cross‐field currents and when
making conclusions about which type of current system
dominates the distortion of the near‐Earth magnetosphere.
Citation: Liemohn, M. W., D. L. De Zeeuw, R. Ilie, and N. Y.
Ganushkina (2011), Deciphering magnetospheric cross‐field
currents, Geophys. Res. Lett. , 38 , L20106, doi:10.1029/
2011GL049611.

1. Introduction

[2] The interpretation of currents in the near‐Earth mag-
netotail and inner magnetosphere is difficult. Yet, this is
important for understanding the physics governing particle
flow because these currents distort the magnetosphere from
its typical quiet‐time configuration [e.g., Parker and Stewart,
1967; Chun and Russell, 1997; Tsyganenko et al., 2003;
Ganushkina et al., 2004; Antonova, 2004; Daglis, 2006]. As
the hot ion energy content increases, a diamagnetic cavity
forms, altering the flow of plasma through the region, as seen
in self‐consistent magnetic field modeling studies [e.g., De
Zeeuw et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2006; Zaharia et al., 2006].
The distortion is not uniform, however, and is a strong
function of the intensity and location of the magnetospheric
current systems. Furthermore, ionospheric closure of the
partial ring current distorts the near‐Earth electric field,
resulting in additional feedback on the drift paths of par-
ticles through geospace [e.g., Jaggi and Wolf, 1973; Fok
et al., 2001, 2003; Ridley and Liemohn, 2002; Sazykin
et al., 2002; Ebihara et al., 2005]. In addition, the dayside
magnetopause is often compressed during times of strong
driving, leading to multiple magnetic field minima along the

dayside closed field lines just inside the magnetopause [e.g.,
Tsyganenko, 1995; Antonova and Ganushkina, 2000] and the
creation of unusual drift paths for energetic particles [e.g.,
Shabansky and Antonova, 1968; Sheldon et al., 1998; Chen
et al., 1998; Dandouras et al., 2009] and a bifurcated “cut
ring current” in this region [e.g., Antonova, 2004].
[3] Furthermore, each current system contributes differ-

ently to the nonlinear feedback processes within geospace.
Only the partial ring and tail currents lead to asymmetric
magnetic field distortions, and only the partial ring current
leads to electric field perturbations. The response of geospace
to a particular driving condition is therefore dependent on the
changing nature of the current closure within geospace
because a redistribution of current flow from one closure path
to another could radically change the electric and magnetic
distortions. Deciphering the relative locations, intensities,
and variability of near‐Earth currents is integral to under-
standing the geospace dynamics, especially at the system
level.
[4] It is problematic to obtain near‐Earth currents from

observations. While it is possible to determine local current
intensities from observed plasma pressure time series [e.g.,
Lui et al., 1987], it is impossible to decipher the closure of
these currents. Because all non‐zero‐energy charged particles
gradient‐curvature drift, they all contribute to the local cur-
rent density. Indeed, all overlapping particle populations at
a given spatial location must contribute to the same current
system because current streamlines cannot cross or coexist.
Furthermore, it is impossible to tell to which current system a
particle contributes simply from the plasma characteristics
(e.g., temperature or spatial location).
[5] Currents (or their related magnetic perturbations) can

be compiled statistically from all available data, and then
binned according to some relevant parameter [e.g., Zanetti
et al., 1984; Tsyganenko, 1989, 1995; Lui et al., 1994;
Alexeev et al., 1996; Le et al., 2004], or the currents can be
deciphered from the available observations for a particular
storm [e.g., Lui et al., 1987; Iyemori, 1990;Chun and Russell,
1997], or a hybrid of the two [e.g., Ganushkina et al., 2002;
Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2007]. Magnetospheric currents
have even been extracted from inversions of energetic neutral
atom images [Roelof et al., 2004]. Ohtani et al. [2007] found
that, for a given value of Sym‐H (Dst), the ENA emission
from the ring current is more intense and the geosynchronous
magnetic field is more stretched during the main phase than
during the recovery phase and suggested that the relative
contribution of the ring current (tail current) is more sig-
nificant during the main phase (recovery phase). The rela-
tive contribution also changes during the course of storm‐
time substorms [Ohtani et al., 2001; Pulkkinen et al., 2006;
Kubyshkina et al., 2008]. The problem is that it is difficult to
create a physically realistic description of the current systems
and simultaneously ensure the uniqueness of the resulting
current system.
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[6] Particle‐transport‐based modeling approaches offer
some hope to determining the three‐dimensional current
systems. For example, Liemohn et al. [2001] examined the
currents from a near‐Earth hot ion drift physics model, con-
cluding that most (at times nearly all) of the main phase Dst
perturbation was from the partial ring current. This, however,
is in conflict with studies like Alexeev et al. [1996], Turner
et al. [2000], and Kalegaev et al. [2005], who found that
the magnetotail current is a major contributor to the storm‐
time Dst perturbation. The study of Ganushkina et al. [2010]
systematically analyzed the near‐tail currents from two dif-
ferent modeling techniques, finding a disconnection between
results that are observationally consistent (that is, yielding
good data‐model comparisons) and physically accurate (that
is, satisfying particle drifts through geospace).
[7] Thus, the problem has remained unresolved because

it is complicated to unravel the flow of current through the
near‐Earth tail region. There is disagreement about which
magnetospheric current dominates at what times during
storms. This study shows that there is reason for the con-
fusion: a single field line can contain perpendicular current

belonging to several different current systems. It is very
hard to interpret local current observations as belonging
to one system or another, and caution must be used when
deciphering near‐Earth currents from either data or modeling
results.

2. Numerical Approach

[8] This study uses the Space Weather Modeling Frame-
work (SWMF) for its numerical simulations. The SWMF
is a suite of space physics models that are fully coupled to
each other through a robust coupling scheme [Toth et al.,
2005]. In particular, three numerical models are included as
part of the geospace domains: the BATS‐R‐US magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) model [Powell et al., 1999; Gombosi
et al., 2002; Toth et al., 2006], the Rice Convection Model
(RCM) [Harel et al., 1981; De Zeeuw et al., 2004]; and the
Ridley Ionosphere Model (RIM) [Ridley and Liemohn, 2002;
Ridley et al., 2004].
[9] The focus of the presentation below is on the storm

event of October 21–23, 1999. This was an intense magnetic
storm driven by the sheath of an interplanetary coronal mass
ejection, with the Dst index reaching a minimum value of
−230 nT early on the 22nd. Ganushkina et al. [2010] studied
this interval, conducting an initial analysis of the magneto-
spheric currents from this SWMF simulation. More details on
the code set up, this magnetic storm interval, and the time
history of the currents calculated by the SWMF is given by
Ganushkina et al. [2010].

3. Results

[10] Examples of the complexity of the current within the
near‐Earth tail region is shown in Figure 1. Figure 1 (top)
taken at 0200 UT on October 22, which is during a lull in the
convection within the main phase. Prior to this, partial ring
current and tail current dominated the inner magnetospheric
current density. During the convective lull, however, the hot
ions began to fill the drift paths around the Earth, converting
some of the partial ring current into symmetric ring current. A
very sharp boundary exists between the symmetric ring cur-
rent and tail current at this time, with closely‐spaced field
lines in the near‐Earth tail (L = 6 and 6.5) containing com-
pletely different current systems. Inward of the symmetric
ring current, the partial ring current dominates, including at
the equatorial plane. This partial ring current region includes
banana currents (not shown), current loops that encircle a
localized pressure peak with an outside westward current and
an inside eastward current. The cross‐field current through
the midnight plane (color background in Figure 1, top)
smoothly varies through these abrupt transitions in closure
topology. This illustrates the difficulty is predefining currents
to certain morphologies and regions.
[11] A second example is shown in Figure 1 (bottom),

taken at 0930 UT, just prior to the simulated storm peak.
Figure 1 (bottom) highlights an L = 8 field line with three
different current systems flowing perpendicularly across it.
Near the equator, the cross‐field current closes around the
Earth as symmetric ring current. Farther up the field line,
partial ring loops are found that close through field‐aligned
currents into the ionosphere. Still farther up the field line, the
cross‐field current flows all the way to the magnetopause
(thus, it is tail current). The pressure distribution in the

Figure 1. SWMF simulation results for the 22October 1999
magnetic storm showing current streamtraces (thick colored
lines) over a y = 0 planar slice and an R = 2.5 RE spherical
surface, with black lines showing magnetic field line traces,
started every 0.5 RE along the negative x axis out to 10 RE.
The current traces are colored by their type: symmetric ring
(magenta), partial ring (green), and tail (blue). (top) Results
at 0200 UT, during a convective lull in the main phase of
the storm, with Jy current density on the plane and radial cur-
rent density on the sphere. All of the symmetric ring current
traces are at L = 6.0 and the tail current traces are at L =
6.5. (bottom) Results at 0930 UT, just prior to the simulated
storm peak. The current streamtraces started at various lati-
tudes along the L = 8.0 magnetic field line.
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midnight meridional plane (background color) shows no
indication of distinct identifiers that coincide with the
current system changes. The hot ions on this field line,
therefore, contribute to all three of these cross‐field current
systems as they move along their bounce trajectory. This
illustrates the difficulty in defining current systems from in
situ particle pressure or flux observations.
[12] Figure 2 presents a detailed analysis of the near‐Earth

nightside current for this storm interval. Figure 2a presents
the observed Dst time series, along with a simulated Dst value
from a Biot‐Savart integral of the entire MHD simulation
domain. The overall intensity is very close between the two
curves, but the timing and features in the simulated Dst do
not exactly follow the measurement‐based Dst progression.

Storm phases for the simulated Dst time series are indicated
on the plot.
[13] The color background in Figure 2b shows the current

density Jy through the y = 0 plane, integrated from −5 to
+5 RE in the z direction, for a range of negative x distances
in the near‐Earth nightside. The overplotted black line is the
innermost edge of the tail current in the magnetic equatorial
plane, found manually through numerous current streamtrace
extractions. Inward of this line, the magnetic equatorial plane
contains banana current, partial ring current, and/or sym-
metric ring current. Of course, tail current exists inward of
this line in some places at higher latitudes along the field
lines, but it is a useful diagnostic for analyzing the systematic
changes of the near‐Earth current closure during this storm.
Hereinafter, this line is referred to as the tail‐ring breakpoint.
[14] In Figure 2b, it is seen that the tail‐ring breakpoint

often shifts abruptly when the simulated Dst undergoes a
slope change. This is expected as the hot ions carrying the
current respond to changes in the convective forces control-
ling their drift. During the initial segment of the main phase,
the tail‐ring breakpoint is near L = 8. It then suddenly shifts
inward by 2 RE at the start of the convective lull. It shifts
outward slightly as strong convection resumes, oscillating
around L = 7 during the second segment of the main phase.
During the second convective lull, the tail current rapidly
retreats beyond L = 10 and remains in the L = 10–12 range as
the storm simulation reaches its peak. When the breakpoint is
beyond L = 10, tail current still exists on lower field lines, as
shown in Figure 1 (bottom) (at L = 8, for example), at higher
latitudes along the field line. However, the current in the
magnetic equatorial plane is symmetric ring current from
inside of L = 6 to beyond L = 10 throughout this time interval.
[15] Another interesting point to make about Figure 2b is

that the vast majority of the current intensity is located
Earthward of the tail‐ring breakpoint. This is true throughout
the interval, regardless of storm phase. In fact, the tail‐ring
breakpoint closely tracks the 35 nA/m color contour. This
implies that, for this storm from this numerical simulation, the
ring current (partial and symmetric together) overwhelmingly
dominate the Dst perturbation throughout the entire storm
interval, with only a minor contribution from the tail current.
Ganushkina et al. [2010], however, in their analysis of this
same storm and model result, concluded that the SWMF
results most likely underestimated the true intensity of the tail
current. This could very well be true, given that the BATS‐R‐
USMHDmodel often has plasma sheet temperatures that are
too low (but densities are high, giving a realistic pressure
[e.g.,De Zeeuw et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2007]. These MHD
moments are then used as the boundary condition for the
RCM, and the low temperatures might cause toomuch inward
penetration of the Earthward edge of the hot ion pressure,
therefore overpredicting the ring current intensity.
[16] As a validity check on these results, Figures 2c and 2d

show GOES‐08 and GOES‐10 magnetic field data‐model
comparisons. The magnitudes are often reasonably close,
especially in the late main phase and early recovery (when the
tail‐ring breakpoint is beyond L = 10). There are times when
∣B∣ is over or underestimated, and the GOES‐10 model
results show a premidnight dipolarization around 0730 UT,
but in general the agreement is good. It appears that |B| is
overestimated during the first main phase segment. This
implies that the cross‐field current is either too large inside

Figure 2. Time series of various results from the SWMF
simulation of the 22 October 1999 storm. (a) Simulated
(solid) and observed (dotted) Dst, with storm phases from
the simulation indicated by dashed vertical lines. (b) Azi-
muthal current Jy through the y = 0 plane, integrated from
−5 to +5 RE in the z direction, from 0 to 13 RE downtail.
The black line is the innermost edge of the tail current stream-
traces in the magnetic equatorial plane. As in 2a, the vertical
dashed lines indicate the simulated Dst storm phase changes.
(c) Magnetic field magnitude from the GOES‐08 spacecraft
(dotted), along with the MHD |B| value (solid) at the satellite
location. The vertical lines mark local times, as indicated.
(d) Same as Figure 2c except for the GOES‐10 spacecraft.
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of geosynchronous orbit or too small beyond this altitude,
supporting the finding ofGanushkina et al. [2010]. However,
the opposite is seen for the second main phase segment,
implying that either the near‐Earth currents are too weak or
the currents beyond geosynchronous orbit are too strong.
During the third main phase segment, the data‐model com-
parison is excellent, implying that the magnitudes of modeled
currents are accurate.

4. Conclusions

[17] This study has shown that the current systems within
the near‐Earth nightside region exhibit spatially and tempo-
rally dynamic and complex morphologies that can quickly
change depending on the flow of particles through geospace.
Cross‐field currents along a single field line can close in
a number of ways: (a) entirely within the magnetosphere
(either a banana current loop confined to one side of Earth, in
which case it is part of the partial ring current, or as a
symmetric ring current loop circumferencing the Earth);
(b) through the ionosphere via field‐aligned currents, in
which case it is called partial ring current; or (c) via the
magnetopause, in which case it is called tail current. For the
22 October 1999 storm, it was found in the SWMF results
that the inner edge of the tail current changes systematically
with storm phase, retreating to beyond L = 10 at the peak of
the storm. The model shows that a majority of the Dst per-
turbation is caused by ring (partial and symmetric) current
rather than tail current for this storm.
[18] The obvious caveat to this study is that it is based on

simulation results from a single model suite, the SWMF. The
result could be specious, looking nice but being physically
unrealistic. However, the SWMF has been used to accurately
simulate storm intervals [e.g., Zhang et al., 2007; Ilie et al.,
2010a, 2010b] and has been validated against numerous
data sets [e.g., Wang et al., 2008; Yu and Ridley, 2008;
Welling and Ridley, 2010]. The point of this study is not
to show that the current systems are necessarily correct, but
that they are complicated. A natural extension of this work,
which is already underway, is a systematic analysis of cross‐
field current systems with the global magnetospheric results
from modeling suites such as the SWMF and a quantifica-
tion of current system locations relative to geospace driving
conditions.
[19] That the cross‐tail current systems are difficult to

interpret is not a new concept. As mentioned in the intro-
duction, many studies have considered the location and
configuration of cross‐field currents in the near‐Earth tail,
including overlapping regions for the tail and ring current
[e.g., Tsyganenko, 1989; Alexeev et al., 1996]. This study,
however, presents an exact mapping of these currents through
a global, three‐dimensional, self‐consistent numerical solu-
tion, showing that the currents are regularly abutted next to
each other in very close proximity and change location
throughout a storm event. Individual particles can contribute
to a variety of current systems during a single bounce along
the magnetic field, and certainly as they drift through the
near‐Earth tail and inner magnetosphere. It is impossible to
tell, certainly from a local particle measurement but even
from a radial slice through the near‐Earth tail, which currents
are located where with respect to the particle flux intensities.
[20] One implication of this finding is that predefining the

locations of current loops within the nightside magnetosphere

may not be a particularly accurate method of modeling
the magnetospheric current systems. The issue is one of
uniqueness. While it is very useful and physically insightful
to determine a best‐fit solution to a particular set of free
parameters for the geospace current systems, it could be that
there are other current configurations that match that set of
observations equally well. That is, care must be taken in
clearly understanding the fixed parameters in the current
system definitions and the limitations that these constraints
place on the results and subsequent findings.
[21] Another implication of these results is that magneto-

spheric current systems do not map well to characteristic
features of the particle populations. This was qualitatively
seen in Figure 1, with the changes in the current closure
unconnected to any features in the plasma pressure or current
intensity. Populations at particular locations and energies are
not necessarily indicative of a certain cross‐field current
flowing through that region. Indeed, the same particle pop-
ulation can contribution to multiple cross‐field current sys-
tems as they travel along their bounce path. For example from
this study, low‐energy plasma sheet particles at 10 RE

downtail contribute to the ring current at the peak of the storm
and, conversely, high‐energy inner magnetospheric particles
(at L < 6) contribute to the tail current early in the main phase.
Furthermore, current streamlines do not follow particle drift
paths, and many different particles can carry the current at
various places along the current loop. This is the case for
the magnetospheric and ionospheric segments of the partial
ring current loop, and this study illustrates that it is also true
within the magnetosphere. Currents are not synonymous
with plasma features and a clear distinction should be made
between the terminology for current systems and that for
particle populations.
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